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Packing List 
 

DESCRIPTION                                                 QUANTITY 

VINYL CANVAS       1 

“FOUR-WAY” FITTINGS     2 

“ELBOW” FITTINGS      2 

PIPE A — 41.5”        4 

PIPE B — 34” (TAPERED)     4 

PIPE C — 36” (FEET)      4\ 

HORN            1 

HORN-HOLDER       1 

STAKES        4 

SMALL RINGS       3 

LARGE RINGS       3 

STORAGE/CARRYING CASE    1 
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Assembly Instructions 

1. Select a level area to operate game with plenty of room to allow for a 
line to form.  

2. Assemble framework, per sketch.  Note that the eight longer pieces 
of tubing are used to form the sides (2 per side) while the four short-
er capped pieces are to be used to create the base.   (Be sure to 
tighten down the fittings using the small bolts on them.) 

3. Attach canvas to the framework us-
ing the Velcro straps. 

4. Place the horn-holder through the 
back and attach Velcro. 

5. Place horn over the horn-holder. 

6. If using game outdoors, it is strong-
ly suggested that you use the 

stakes provided on 
either side of the bottom supports.  Use sandbags on 
pavement.  And in a breeze, use sandbags with the 
stakes. 

7. Never fold up canvas wet.  Always allow to dry thor-
oughly first. 
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Canvas Care 
1.    If game becomes wet, dry thoroughly before storing. 

2.    Fold the canvas inward to help protect and keep it clean. 

3.    Canvas can be cleaned with rubbing alcohol when necessary.  If your game involves Velcro, clean the 
hook and loop fabric with dry brush to knock out the dirt.  If Velcro fabric is badly soiled, use upholstery 
cleaner. 

Safety Instructions 
 

1. Use only under adult supervision.  

2. IMPORTANT:  Be sure the horn is covering the peg.   

3. Be sure that there is plenty of clearance between the player and specta-
tors.  

4. Keep spectators clear from the sides and back of canvas to prevent 
them from being struck by a deflected or errant throw.  

5. If using game outdoors, it is strongly suggested that you use the stakes 
provided on either side of the bottom supports.  Use sandbags on pave-
ment.  And in a breeze, use sandbags with the stakes.  

6. NEVER USE THE GAME IN STRONG WINDS OR LIGHTENING!! 

7. Use caution when setting up or taking down the game.  The sections of 
tubing can come apart and fall down causing injury.  

8. Use only the toss items included with the game.  Do not use hard balls 
or other hard objects. 




